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Introduction of my business 

 

 

 

My business is about selling Simply K Facemask. I start my business with just make a 

dropship to Harun Akun Simply k facemask. The product that I have been choose is Simply K 

Facemask and for my fb page is Simply K facemask. The reason behind the choose of this 

name is to ease people that want to buy Simply K facemask to find the page. The address of 

this product to be find is 315 A BPVA 11000 Balik Pulau, Pulau Pinang. The owner of Simply 

K facemask by Harun Akun  is Muhammad Harun bin Akun and his start his business in the 

beginning of 2020. This business is just focusing on selling Simply K facemask and my target 

audience is for all Malaysian people because on this pandemic era, all people around the world 

need to wear facemask to prevent from Covid 19 disease.  

 

 

 

 



Mission and Vision 

Mission 

The mission for Simply K Facemask Facebook Page is to provide all kind of Simply K 

Facemask and give good product quality to customer. 

Vision 

The vision of Simply K Facemask is to ensure all people use a right quality facemask 

that is Simply K and to prevent all Malaysian people from disease. 

Simply K Facebook Page 

For the Facebook page that been made by the researches, it only providing the 

Simply K facemask as the product that been focusing. There are two type of facemask 

that can been found in the Simply K Facemask Facebook page and that is head loop 

facemask and ear loop facemask. 

For the head loop facemask by Simply K is suitable for women that wearing 

hijab because the rope of facemask is designed for women that wear hijab but men also  

can wear this facemask and for ear loop facemask it is suitable for men and women who 

wear hijab that still want to wear this ear loop facemask must wear extension mask. 

 

 

Head loop facemask 



 

Ear Loop Facemask 

 

Price List 

                                                Medical Facemask 

 

 

 

 

Earloop all colour Rm 24 

 

 


